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SPIN EFFECTS IN � LEPTON PAIR PRODUCTIONAT LHC�T. Pierzhaªaa, E. Rihter-W¡sb;;d, Z. W¡sd;e and M. WorekaaInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, PolandbInstitute of Computer Siene, Jagellonian UniversityNawojki 11, 30-072 Craow, PolandCERN, PPE, 1211 Geneva 23, SwitzerlanddInstitute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Craow, PolandeCERN, Theory Division, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland(Reeived January 25, 2001)The proper inorporation of spin e�ets in � lepton deays is often ofimportane. In the present work the ase of the Z= ! �+�� produtionmehanism is studied in detail. As an example, the e�ets due to the spinorrelations on the potential for the Minimal Supersymmetri StandardModel (MSSM) Higgs boson(s) searhes in the �� deay hannel at theLarge Hadron Collider (LHC) are disussed. For these proesses, the Stan-dard Model Z=� ! �� -pair prodution is a dominant bakground. Thespin e�ets in high energy physis reations, an be implemented up to er-tain approximation, independently of the algorithm and matrix elementsused by the prodution program. Information stored on every generatedevent an be su�ient. The algorithm based on suh approximation isdoumented. Question of the theoretial unertainty is partly disussed.PACS numbers: 14.60.Fg 1. IntrodutionIn a study of �disovery potential� and data analysis of present highenergy experiments the problems of preise preditions inluding, simulta-neously, signal signatures of the new (or studied) physis, bakgrounds, aswell as all detetor related e�ets should be analysed. It is generally believedthat a Monte Carlo simulation of the full hain from the beam ollision todetetor response is the most onvenient tehnique to address suh question.� Work supported in part by the Polish State Committee grants KBN 2P03B118192P03B05418 and by the European Commission 5-th Framework ontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149. (1277)



1278 T. Pierzhaªa et al.In general it is indispensable to divide Monte Carlo simulation into separatebloks: physis event generation and detetor response. Later event gener-ation an be divided further into parts, desribing for example produtionand deay of the intermediate states.In the present paper we will onentrate on the partiular lass of theproesses involving polarised � leptons. The two main goals of the presentpaper are: (i) presentation of the algorithm for mathing � lepton deay andits prodution, with some ontrol over spin e�ets; in partiular in ase ofZ= ! �+�� prodution mehanism, (ii) disussion of physial observablessensitive to the spin orrelations in the � pair prodution.Spin orrelations in the deay of � leptons not only an help to suppressirreduible bakground to the possible resonant � pair prodution at LHC,suh as the MSSM Higgs bosons deays, but also help to determine the spinnature of this resonane.In the papers [1�3℄ TAUOLA Monte Carlo pakage for simulation of� lepton deay was desribed. Reently, in Ref. [4℄, tehnial details onve-nient for using the ode in multi-purpose environment were olleted, anduniversal interfae for ombining the simulation of � lepton deay, with dif-ferent pakages for generation of physis event was proposed. Sheme ofRef. [4℄ relies on the information stored in the HEPEVT ommon blok [5℄only, and not on the details spei� for the prodution generator, suh asPYTHIA [6℄ (used in our examples). In fat, suh an interfae an be onsid-ered as a separate software projet, to some degree independent both fromthe spei� problem of � prodution and its deay.Our paper is organised as follows: in the next setion we will desribe newalgorithm for extrating elementary 2! 2 body reation for f �f ! Z= !�+��, whih is neessary for properly introduing spin orrelations into gen-eration hain. In Se. 3 we analyse spin ontent of suh an elementaryfuntion. Se. 4 is dediated to the disussion of their onsequenes for thedistributions of physis interest. In Se. 5 we disuss few observables wherespin e�ets an improve separation of the Higgs boson signature, in ase ofthe 14TeV pp ollisions. Summary loses the paper. In Appendix, we ex-plain the spin treatment used in our ode. It ompletes the program manualgiven in Ref. [4℄.2. The � polarisation from the Z= ! �+�� deayThe exat way of alulating spin state of any �nal state is with thehelp of the matrix element and the rigorous density matrix treatment. Thisis however not always possible or neessary. Often, like in the ase of theprodution and deay of partiles in the ultra-relativisti limit a simpli�edapproah an be su�ient. Suh an approah was developed for KORALZMonte Carlo program [7℄ and its limitations were studied with the help of



Spin E�ets in � Lepton Pair Prodution at LHC 1279matrix element alulations of the order � [8℄. In the following, we study thequestion whether the approah an be generalised, and the approximate spinorrelation alulated from the information stored in the HEPEVT ommonblok �lled by �any� � prodution program.The approximation onsists of reonstruting information of the elemen-tary 2 ! 2 body proess e+e�(q�q) ! �+��, buried inside multi-body pro-dution proess. Let us stress that suh a proedure an never be fullyontrolled, as its funtioning depends on the way the prodution program�lls the HEPEVT ommon blok. It will be always responsibility of the userto hek if in the partiular ase the implemented algorithm is appliable.Nonetheless our aim is not to replae the matrix element alulations, butrather to provide a method of alulating/estimating spin e�ets in aseswhen spin e�ets would not be taken are of, at all. Needless to say suh anapproah is limited (for the spin treatment) to the approximation not betterthan leading-log, and to the longitudinal spin degrees only.The priniple of alulating kinemati variables is simple. The 4-momen-ta of the 2! 2 body proess have to be found. The 4-momenta of the out-oming � 's are used diretly. Initial state momenta are onstruted fromthe inoming and outoming momenta of the partiles (or �elds) aompa-nying prodution of the Z= state1. We group them aordingly to fermionnumber �ow, and ambiguous additional partiles are grouped (summed) intoe�etive quarks to minimise their virtualities. Suh an approah is internallyonsistent in the ase of emission of photons or gluons within the leadinglog approximation.Longitudinal polarisation of � leptons P� depends on the spin quantumnumber of the � mother 2. It is randomly generated as spei�ed in Table I.The probability PZ used in the generation, is alulated diretly from thesquares of the matrix elements of the Born-level 2! 2 proess f �f ! ���+:PZ = ���M���2f �f!���+ (+;+)���M���2f �f!���+ (+;+) + ���M���2f �f!���+ (�;�) ; (1)where f = e; �; u; d; ; s; b. It an be also expressed (following onventionsof Ref. [9℄), with the help of the vetor (and axial) ouplings of fermions tothe  ( and Z) bosons. Expliit expression for the di�erential distributionsis used. The resulting formula, given below, will be useful for the disussionof the numerial results and tests of the next setions.1 The Z= state does not need to be expliitly oded in the HEPEVT ommon blok.Note that if available, information from the history part of the event, where the4-momenta of gluons quarks et. are stored, will be used.2 The spin quantisation axes are hosen in the same way as in Ref. [7℄.



1280 T. Pierzhaªa et al. TABLE IProbability for the on�gurations of the longitudinal polarisation of the pair of� leptons from di�erent origins.Origin P�+ P�� ProbabilityNeutral Higgs bosons: h0; H0; A0 P�+ = +1 P�� = �1 0.5P�+ = �1 P�� = +1 0.5Charged Higgs boson: H+ or H� P�+ = +1 P�� = +1 1.0Charged vetor boson: W+ or W� P�+ = �1 P�� = �1 1.0Neutral vetor boson: Z=� P�+ = +1 P�� = +1 PZP�+ = �1 P�� = �1 1� PZOther P�+ = +1 P�� = +1 0.5P�+ = �1 P�� = �1 0.5
PZ(s; �) = d�Bornd os � (s; os �; 1)d�Bornd os � (s; os �; 1) + d�Bornd os � (s; os �;�1) ; (2)d�Bornd os � (s; os �; p) = �1 + os2 ��F0(s) + 2 os �F1(s)�ph�1 + os2 ��F2(s) + 2 os �F3(s)i : (3)with the four form-fators:F0(s) = ��22s �q2fq2� + 2Re�(s)qfq�vfv� + ����(s)���2�v2f + a2f��v2� + a2��� ;F1(s) = ��22s �2Re�(s)qfq�afa� + ����(s)���2 2vfaf 2v�a�� ;F2(s) = ��22s �2Re�(s)qfq�vfa� + ����(s)���2(v2f + a2f ) 2v�a�� ;F3(s) = ��22s �2Re�(s)qfq�afv� + ����(s)���2 2vfaf �v2� + a2��� ; (4)and �(s) = ss�M2Z + is�Z=MZ : (5)Analyti expression for the oupling onstants, and their numerial valuesare given in Table II.



Spin E�ets in � Lepton Pair Prodution at LHC 1281TABLE IIThe ; Z ouplings to fermions. Lowest order approximation, the numerial valuesare given for the e�etive sin2 �W = 0:23147.Flavour: f qf vf afLeptons: f=e; �; � 1 �1+4 sin2 �W4 sin �W os �W =�0:044 �14 sin �W os �W =�0:593Quarks : f= u or  2/3 1�(8=3) sin2 �W4 sin �W os �W =0:227 14 sin �W os �W =0:593Quarks : f= d; s or b -1/3 �1+(4=3) sin2 �W4 sin �W os �W =�0:410 �14 sin �W os �W =�0:593In the �rst step of our disussion the P� is shown as a funtion of os �, forseveral entre of mass energies and initial state �avours. The angle � denotes�� sattering angle in the Z=� rest-frame. It is alulated with respet tothe e�, u or d e�etive beam. The Z mass mZ = 91:1882GeV, was takenfrom Ref. [10℄, as well as e�etive sin2 �W = 0:23147 and �Z = 2:49GeV.In Fig. 1, the angular dependene of the � polarisation for the e+e� !�+�� proess at the peak of Z resonane and for the three di�erent values ofthe entre of mass (ms) energies above it (upper plot). The � 's are stronglypolarised in the forward diretion, where polarisation approahes the valueapproximately twie as big as the average one (the polarisation of Z dueto e � e � Z oupling sums with the one due to � � � � Z oupling). Thepolarisation is very small in the bakward regions. For os � = �1 it is equalto zero, independently of the entre of mass energy. The reason is the uni-versality of both the Z and  ouplings to all leptons. As an be observed,the � polarisation hanges signi�antly (espeially in the forward region)with the entre of mass energy. At ms energies above the Z-peak, � polarisa-tion is smaller, due to signi�ant ontribution from the s-hannel-exhange � prodution mehanism not ontributing diretly to the polar-isation.Let us now turn to the prodution from quarks. In Fig. 1 we show the� polarisation for the u�u ! �+�� and d �d ! �+�� elementary proessesand the same ms energies as in the previous ase. For the ms energylose to the Z-peak, the � 's produed in the forward as well as in the bak-ward diretions are strongly polarised. The polarisation seem to be almostzero for os � = 0, but in reality is equal (nearly) to the same value as inprevious ase of prodution from eletrons at os � = 0. Also, the average� polarisation is lose to the ase of prodution from eletrons. It is, as itshould be, independent from the initial state �avour, the Z was produedfrom. The initial state ouplings of the Z, a�et the angular dependene of
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Fig. 1. Tests of the TAUOLA universal interfae. The � lepton polarisation as a fun-tion of os �. We have used ps =MZ , 210, 350 and 700 GeV.the � polarisation only, and give sizable angular asymmetry in polarisation.Obviously, the larger the initial state vetor ouplings to Z the larger angu-lar dependene of the polarisation. The above arguments hold, beause theontribution from the  exhange is small. This is the ase, in the region ofthe Z peak only.Quite di�erent polarisation pattern an be observed for quarks and msenergies far above the Z peak (see Fig. 1). Contribution from the  exhangeannot be negleted. The  � Z interferene ompliates the pattern even



Spin E�ets in � Lepton Pair Prodution at LHC 1283more. Let us omment brie�y on the numerial results. In the ase of u andd initial state, polarisation is negative and nearly onstant over the forwardhemisphere; also the average polarisation is negative. This is beause ofrather large and positive forward�bakward asymmetry, and polarisationforward�bakward asymmetry. The average polarisation inreases above theZ-peak and approahes, respetively, �35% and �61% in the ase of u�u andd �d annihilation3. Let us point, that in the ase of � prodution from thed quarks in the ultra high-energy limit, polarisation of the � leptons in thebakward diretions approahes zero (independently of the numerial valueof sin2 �W ). 3. Towards spin sensitive observablesOne we have understood the pattern of the � polarisation, let us turnto the question of its measurement. We will follow the reasoning similarto the one of Ref. [11℄. The � polarisation P� an be measured from theenergy distribution of its deay produts. To simplify the disussion of spine�ets, the deays � ! �� were used only4. We will ompare the ases ofvetor Z=� and salar neutral Higgs boson, produed in hadron ollisionsand deaying into pair of � leptons. The � rest-frame annot be aessedexperimentally5, the spin e�ets an be seen, however, through the e�etson �+ �� energy distributions and orrelations, observed/de�ned for thelaboratory frame.Let us start with the following example, where for the prodution of the� lepton pairs Monte Carlo program PYTHIA was used, and for the deayMonte Carlo program TAUOLA, and our interfae. It was assured, that theinvariant mass of the pair of two inoming quarks was ps = mZ = mH .For the time being we disuss energies de�ned in the �+�� pair rest-frame.With the help of variables z� = 2E��=ps, the spin e�ets are visualised.In Fig. 2 we observe the slope (as expeted) of � energy spetrum due to� polarisation. The slope of the distribution is simply proportional to thepolarisation (small dip at z� ' 0 is due to kinematial e�et of the � mass)d�dz� � 1 + P� 2 (z� � 0:5) : (6)3 This may open the way for measuring the �avour of the quarks leading to � pairprodution.4 In ase of the 3-body deays, suh as � ! e(�)��� sensitivity is smaller and dependson energy of leptons; in ase of � ! �� to exploit sensitivity in full, the reonstrutionof �0 is neessary.5 In some ases the invariant mass of Z=� or Higgs boson, an be reonstruted fromtotal balans of the observed transverse energies for all traks in the event.
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Fig. 2. Single � energy spetrum in the ase of � produed from H (left-hand side)or Z (right-hand side). ps = mH orps = mZ respetively. Energies are alulatedin the rest frame of Higgs boson (or Z).In the ase of the plot on the right-hand side of Fig. 2, i.e. deay of the Z,polarisation was about �14:7%. In the ase of the plot on the left-hand sidethe spetrum is �at, as would be in the ase of salar neutral Higgs boson(or pure ) where there is no polarisation.If polarisation was P� = � 100%, then the distribution slope would bemaximally negative and touh zero at z� = 1. For P� = 100%, slope wouldbe reversed and distribution would touh zero at z� = 0. These are the asesof harged Higgs boson and harged W boson deays into ��. Respetivedistributions are shown in Fig. 3.Let us now turn to the question of the spin orrelations. As we an seefrom Table I, the � pairs are produed with the well de�ned spin on�g-urations ( +;+ or �;� for vetor bosons; +;� or �;+ for neutral Higgsboson), thus, the spin e�ets are to beome visible on the two-dimensionaldistribution build on z� and z+ variables. Indeed, for the vetor bosons weexpet more events when both �+ and �� are on the upper side (ase I)(z+ > 0:5, z� > 0:5 ) or lower side (ase II) (z+ < 0:5, z� < 0:5 ), withrespet to the mixed ones: z+ > 0:5, z� < 0:5 (ase III) and z+ < 0:5,z� > 0:5 (ase IV).The appropriate asymmetry is:AFastSlow = �I + �II � �III � �IV�I + �II + �III + �IV = 0:24 : (7)
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Fig. 3. Single � energy spetrum in the ase of � produed from H� (left-handside) or W� (right-hand side). ps = mH� or ps = mW� , respetively. Energiesare alulated in the rest frame of H� (or W�). Continuous line with spin e�etsinluded, dotted line with spin e�ets swithed o�.This an be ompared to the Higgs boson ase, where asymmetryAFastSlow=�0:25. For the Higgs boson ase the AFastSlow is insensitive on the hoieof ms energy, as there is no interferene e�ets at all. The sign di�ereneis due to the vetor boson nature of Z, as opposed to the salar nature ofHiggs boson.In order to better visualise the spin orrelation e�et we have introduedvariable zs de�ned as the signed part of the following phase spae part: asurfae in z+, z� variables between the lines z+ = z� and z+ = z� + a(the sign of a should be taken). In Fig. 4 respetive plots are given for theH and Z deays. The dashed lines (whih in both Z and H ases are �at)orrespond to the ase when spin orrelations are swithed o�. As we expetin the Z= ! ���+ deays, due to spin e�ets a Fast (Slow) �� is mostlikely assoiated with a Fast (Slow) ��. The solid line has maximum atzs = 0 and approahes zero for zs = �0:5. Preisely the opposite is true inthe ase of H ! ���+. The maximum is now at zs = �0:5 and minimumfor zs = 0.Let us now turn our attention to the quantities whih (at least in prin-iple) an be measured experimentally. Fig. 5 shows the invariant massdistribution for the ase of pure (+;+) and (�;�) on�gurations of the �polarisation and the mass of the resonane equal to the Z mass. The spinorrelations enhane fration of the Fast�Fast and Slow�Slow on�gurationswhih are loalised mostly at the shoulders of the �+�� invariant mass dis-tributions, the Fast�Slow on�gurations would be loalised in the entre ofthe distributions.
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Fig. 4. Expeted number of events as the funtion of zs variable. Left-hand sideplot forH , right-hand side for Z. Continuous line with spin e�ets inluded, dottedline with spin e�ets swithed o�.

Fig. 5. The �+�� invariant mass distribution for ps = mZ . Continuous line forpure (�;�) dotted line for pure (+;+) spin on�gurations.In Fig. 6 we show �+�� invariant mass distribution for the Higgs bosonand Z ases. Continuous line with spin e�ets inluded, dotted line with spine�ets swithed o�. Left-hand side plot orresponds to the Higgs boson ase,right-hand side to the Z. In the ase of Higgs boson, the mass distribution ispeaked entrally, whereas in the ase of Z=� shoulders of the distributionsare more profound, espeially the one at lower invariant mass additionallyenhaned by the polarisation.
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Fig. 6. The �+�� invariant mass distribution. Left-hand side plot for H ; right-hand side for Z=�. Continuous line with spin e�ets inluded, dotted line withspin e�ets swithed o�. In the two ases respetively ps = mH = mZ .For the vetor ase the spin orrelations enhane fration of the Fast�Fastand Slow�Slow on�gurations whih are loalised mostly at the shoulders ofthe �+�� invariant mass distributions. The relative height of the shouldersis sensitive to the average polarisation. For the salar ase, the enhanementin the fration of the Slow�Fast on�gurations e�ets in the enhanement ofthe events loalised in the middle of the �+�� invariant mass distribution,leading to the slightly narrower shape.If all polarisation e�ets are swithed o� (dashed lines) the distributionsin the two ases are idential. That observable, well de�ned distributionof invariant mass built from the visible deay produts of the � 's, an behelpful in separating Higgs boson signal from the Z=� bakground.The same distribution have been also studied for the o�-peak produtionof Z=�, i.e. for the larger ms energies. In these ases the average polar-isation is large and negative, also distint for the u�u and d �d annihilation.As illustrated in Fig. 7, the e�et on the �+�� invariant mass distributionis notieable. The shape of the distribution might give the insight to thestruture funtions of the olliding protons, one the invariant mass of theZ=� state an be reonstruted.
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Fig. 7. The �+�� invariant mass distribution for u�u! Z=� (left-hand plot) andd �d ! Z=� (right-hand plot) produed with ms energy of 300 GeV. Continuousline with spin e�ets inluded, dotted line with spin e�ets swithed o�.4. Case of the Higgs boson signatures at LHCIn the searh for new phenomena in aelerator experiments, importantparameter to estimate disovery hanes is the signal sensitivity, equal tothe ratio of number of expeted events from the new physis divided by thesquare root of the expeted bakground events. Any possible inrease of suha ratio an improve hanes of disovery (or improve limit of the exlusion).Use of more sophistiated uts an be of a great help in a ase when itan be ombined with the physial properties of signal and/or bakgrounddistributions. Equally important is the possibility for the veri�ation ofthe nature of observed new physis, e.g. the quantum numbers of the newresonanes.The � leptons are onsidered as a very promising signature for the sear-hes of the Higgs bosons in the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model(MSSM) at LHC ollider [12, 13℄. Below, we will brie�y disuss possibleappliations of the disussed spin orrelations in the ases of the neutralHiggs bosons H and A deay into �+�� pair and the harged Higgs bosonH� deays into �� pair.The neutral Higgs bosons H and A deays into �+�� pair, are enhanedfor the large values of tan� (tan � denotes the ratio of the vauum expe-tation values of the Higgs doublets in the MSSM model), with the branh-ing ratio of about 10% for most of the range of the interesting Higgs bosonmass values (150�1000GeV). Aessibility of the hadroni deay mode of the�+�� pair has been studied reently by the CMS Collaboration [14℄. The



Spin E�ets in � Lepton Pair Prodution at LHC 1289triggering on suh events, signal extration from the irreduible bakgroundZ=� ! �� and the reduible bakgrounds QCD jets, t�t and W + jets,and reonstrution of the resonane peak in the �+�� mass distributionsseems feasible for the Higgs boson masses roughly above 300 GeV. In thatstudy the � identi�ation is based on the presene of a single hard isolatedharged hadron in the jet using traker information. The two hard traksfrom �� and �+ in the signal events have an opposite sign while no strongharged orrelation is expeted for the QCD jets orW+jets events. The sen-sitivity of 5� an be reahed for the large fration of the MSSM parameterspae after three years of data olleting at low luminosity. The expetedsignal-to-bakground ratio is very large, being of the order of one for 5�sensitivity, with the bakground dominated by the ontinuum Z=� ! ��prodution. The resolution for the reonstrution of the Gaussian m�� peakis � 10% of the mass of the Higgs boson. The above performane seemsvery promising but hopefully an be still improved by exploring the spinorrelations and polarisations e�ets. The possible improvements may omefrom the additional suppression of the bakground.But it is also important that exploring e�et of the spin orrelation onthe invariant mass of the hadroni deay produts might allow to verifyhypothesis of the salar versus vetor nature of the observed resonane peakin the reonstruted invariant mass of the �� pair. As we have seen in theprevious setions, the main di�erene between prodution mehanisms dueto Higgs boson versus Z=� onsists of the orrelation in energies of the� hadroni deay produts.Let us onentrate on the ase of � deays to �� � most sensitive tothe spin orrelations. In Fig. 8 the � energy spetrum is shown in the labo-ratory frame for the H (left-hand side) and Z=� (right-hand side) deays.The seletion, roughly onsistent with what is foreseen in the experimentalanalysis [12℄, was applied. The minimal transverse momenta of the �'s wererequired to be above 15 GeV and the pseudorapidity j�j < 2:5. Solid lineshows results with inluded spin e�ets, dashed line with the e�ets swithedo�. Spin orrelations lead to the softer spetrum of � in Z=� deays, whihmay slightly suppress the identi�ation e�ieny of the � with respet tothose produed from the Higgs boson deay. The slope in the distributionfor the Z=� (sensitive to the large negative average polarisation), dependsalso on the relative fration of the u�u and d �d prodution proesses simulatedin the proton�proton ollision, hene the parametrisation of the struturefuntions. Events were generated with the Monte Carlo PYTHIA 5:7 [15℄ andCTEQ2L struture funtions; the Higgs boson mass of the 300 GeV andthe width below 1GeV (as for tan � � 10) was assumed. For the ontin-uum Z=�, the ms energy of the produed �� pair was taken in the range300 � 10 GeV.
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Fig. 8. The � energy spetrum in the laboratory frame, after basi seletion asspei�ed in text, for Higgs boson (left-hand side) and Z=� (right-hand side). Con-tinuous line with spin e�ets inluded, dotted line with spin e�ets swithed o�.Fig. 9 shows the e�et of the �� energy�energy orrelations in the msframe as disussed in the previous setion. Although the e�et seems strongenough to disriminate between salar and vetor ases, exploring this e�etwould require good experimental reonstrution of the e�etive ms framewhih might be very di�ult.

Fig. 9. The expeted number of events as a funtion of the �+�� energy�energyorrelation variable zs, basi seletion as spei�ed in the text. Distributions areshown for Higgs boson (left-hand side) and Z�=� (right-hand side). Continuousline with spin e�ets inluded, dotted line with spin e�ets swithed o�.



Spin E�ets in � Lepton Pair Prodution at LHC 1291The invariant mass distribution of the �� system, see Fig. 10, showsthe visible e�et of inluding spin-orrelations. As disussed in the previoussetion, in the vetor ase these orrelations lead to the more pronounedshoulders in the distribution and the relative height of them is sensitive tothe average polarisation of the produed resonane. In the ase of the salarHiggs boson the orrelations lead to the narrower distribution, enhaningfration of events loalised in its entral part. With the expeted signal-to-bakground ratio being of one or higher, this e�et seems promising fordetermining the spin property of the studied resonane.

Fig. 10. The �+�� invariant mass distribution after basi seletion. On the leftfor Higgs boson, on the right for Z=�. Continuous line with spin e�ets inluded,dotted line with spin e�ets swithed o�. The Higgs boson mass was assumed tobe 300 GeV (see text).For ompleteness let us now turn to the ase of the harged Higgs boson.The deay into �� pair is a dominant mode below the kinematial thresholdof the tb hannel, and aounts for nearly 100% of ases, almost indepen-dently of tan �. This branhing ratio is dereasing rather rapidly above tbthreshold, but is still of the order of 10% for the Higgs boson mass of 500 GeVand large tan �. The LHC detetors will be thus sensitive to signal [12, 14℄,with at least 5� signi�ane, for Higgs boson mass up to 400�500GeV. Thissensitivity is almost independent on tan � below tb threshold. For the Higgsboson mass above top-quark mass this sensitivity is expeted only for largetan �. In both ases of the Higgs boson masses below and above top-quarkmass, the main bakground omes from W� ! ��� deay. Harder pionsare expeted from the H� deays than from the W� deays.



1292 T. Pierzhaªa et al.The e�et of the spin orrelations has been already studied, theoretiallyin Ref. [16℄ and experimentally in Ref. [14℄. For ompleteness we show inFig. 11 the � energy distribution in the laboratory frame for the deays ofH� and W � spin e�ets swithed on and o�. The Higgs boson mass of130 GeV was taken.

Fig. 11. Distribution of p�=E� after basi seletion and in the laboratory frame.On the left plot for H� ( mH = 130 GeV), on the right for W�. Continuous linewith spin e�ets inluded, dotted line with spin e�ets swithed o�.5. SummaryWe have disussed the spin e�ets in the � pair prodution at LHC.A few distributions presented here, sensitive to the �+�� spin orrelations,an be possibly used for the MSSM Higgs bosons searhes senarios at LHCto enhane sensitivity of the signal or to verify the hypothesis of the spinzero nature of the Higgs boson.We have extended the algorithm for the interfaing the � lepton deaypakage TAUOLA with �any� prodution generator to inlude e�ets due tospin in elementary Z=� ! �+�� proess. The interfae is based exlusivelyon the information stored in the HEPEVT ommon blok. This ode is publilyavailable e.g. from the URL address [17℄.Z.W. aknowledges support of the Zürih ETH group at CERN wherepart of this work was done.



Spin E�ets in � Lepton Pair Prodution at LHC 1293Appendix AUniversal interfae for TAUOLA pakageLet us reall �rst some details of the universal interfae for TAUOLA and�any� � prodution generator as desribed in Ref. [4℄. The interfae uses asan input the HEPEVT ommon blok and operates on its ontent only. As ademonstration example the interfae is ombined with the JETSET generator,however it should work in the same manner with the PYTHIA6, HERWIG orISAJET generators as well.The interfae ats in the following way:� The � lepton should be fored to be stable in the pakage performinggeneration of the � prodution.� The ontent of the HEPEVT ommon blok is searhed for all � leptonsand � neutrinos.� It is heked if there are � �avour pairs (two � leptons or � lepton and� neutrino) originating from the same mother.� The deays of the � �avour pairs are performed with the subroutineTAUOLA. Longitudinal spin orrelations are generated in the ase of the� produed from deay of: W ! ��, Z= ! �� , the neutral Higgsboson H ! �� , and the harged Higgs boson H� ! ��. Parallel oranti-parallel spin on�gurations are generated, before alling on the� deay, and then the deays of 100 % polarised � 's are exeuted.� In the ase of the Higgs boson (for the spin orrelations to be gener-ated) the identi�er of the � mother must be that of the Higgs boson.Here, the partile ode onvention as that used by the PYTHIA 5.7Monte Carlo is adopted.� In ase of the W and Z= it is not neessary. If from the same motheras that of the � , a �� is also produed, theW is assumed as the motherof the � . Similarly, if from the same mother another � with oppositeharge is produed, the Z= is assumed to be the mother of the � pair.� Photon radiation in the deay is performed with PHOTOS pakage[18, 19℄.� Let us note that the alulation of the � polarisation reated from theZ and/or virtual  (as funtion of the diretion) represents a rathernon-trivial extension. Generally, the dediated study of the produtionmatrix elements of the host generator is neessary in every individualase.6 It was already heked to be the ase.



1294 T. Pierzhaªa et al.For some of the tehnial details on how to use the interfae we addressthe reader to Ref. [4℄. For general doumentation of TAUOLA toRef. [1�3℄. For the use of PYTHIA referene to [15℄ and referenes thereinwill be the best.Here, let us onentrate on pratial details. The TAUOLA interfae isorganised in a modular form to be used onveniently in �any environments�.InitialisationInitialisation is performed with the CALL TAUOLA(MODE,KEYSPIN),MODE=-1. All neessary input is diretly oded in subroutine TAUOLA plaedin a �le taufae-jetset.f.The following input parameters are set at this all (we omit those whihare standard input for TAUOLA as de�ned in its doumentation). They arehard-oded in the subroutine.Parameter MeaningPOL Internal swith for spin e�ets in � deay. Normally the usershould set POL=1.0, and when POL=0.0 spin polarisatione�ets in the deays are absentKFHIGGS(3) (KF=25, 35, 36) Flavour ode for h, H and AKFHIGCH (KF=37) Flavour ode for H+KFZ0 (KF=23) Flavour ode for Z0KFGAM (KF=22) Flavour ode for KFTAU (KF=15) Flavour ode for ��KFNUE (KF=16) Flavour ode for ��Event generationFor every event generated by the prodution generator, all � leptonswill be deayed with the single CALL TAUOLA(0,KEYSPIN), (KEYSPIN=1/0denotes spin e�ets swithed on/o�). Then, all � leptons, will be �rst lo-alised, their positions stored in internal ommon blok TAUPOS, and theinformation neessary for alulation of � spin state will be read in, fromHEPEVT ommon blok. Later spin state for the given � (or � pair) will begenerated, and �nally deay of polarised � will be performed with the stan-dard TAUOLA ation. In partiular, the deay produts of � will be boosted tothe laboratory frame and added to the omplete event on�guration storedin HEPEVT ommon blok.



Spin E�ets in � Lepton Pair Prodution at LHC 1295Calulation of the � spin stateOne CALL TAUOLA(0,KEYSPIN) is exeuted and � leptons found, thespin states need to be alulated.First, we look in HEPEVT for the position of � 's mothers, and store them,in matrix IMOTHER(20). Eah mother giving � lepton(s) is stored only one,independently of the number of produed � 's. Later, for every IMOTHER(i)we exeute the following steps:� The daughters whih are either � leptons, or �� are searhed for.� Daughters are ombined in pairs, ase of more than 1 pair is not ex-peted to be important and ad ho pairing is then performed.� The two main ases are thus (� �) or (� �).� The default hoies are, respetively, Z= or W , unless the identi�erof IMOTHER(i) is expliitely that of neutral (or harged) Higgs boson.� Calulation of the spin parameters is kinematis independent andstraightforward in all ases exept Z= (see Se. 2 for details on physis).� For Z=, the PZ is alulated with the help of the funtion PLZAPX(HOPE,IM0,NP1,NP2). The HOPE is the logial parameter de�ned insubroutine TAUOLA plaed in �le taufae-jetset.f. It tells whetherspin e�ets an be alulated or not. It is set to .false., if availableinformation is inomplete, then, PLZAPX(HOPE,IM0,NP1,NP2) returns0:5. The IM0 denotes position of the � mother in HEPEVT ommonblok NP1 position of �+ and NP2 of ��.� To alulate redued 2 ! 2 body kinematial variables s and os �subroutine ANGULU(PD1,PD2,Q1,Q2,COSTHE) is used. 4-momenta ofthe inoming e�etive beams and outgoing �+ and �� are denoted byPD1; PD2; Q1; Q2, respetively.Run summaryAfter the series of events is generated, the optional CALL TAUOLA(1,KEYSPIN) an be exeuted. The information on the whole sample, suh asnumber of the generated � deays, branhing ratios alulated from matrixelements et., will be printed.Demonstration programOur main program demo.f is stored in subdiretory demo-jetset. Itreads in the �le init.dat whih inludes some input parameters for the par-tiular run, suh as number of events to be generated (by JETSET/PYTHIA),or the type of the interation it should use to produe � 's, et. We addressthe reader diretly to the ode for more details. It is self-explanatory.
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